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1 Introduction
The stock market, one of the most knowledge-driven place, absorbs information
from all channels and releases instant responses through the price oscillation.
As the major source of public information, news is considered to be a type of
textual data that is voluminous and continuously updated, incorporating vast
interactive information between news and various labels from manual annota-
tion or advanced natural language processing (NLP) models. Regarded as one
of the driving factors in the stock market, news places major influences on the
price evolution in various aspects including the domestic/global economy and
financial situations as well as the investors’ sentiment. With the aim of facil-
itating the performance of news-driven stock market predictions, this study
proposes a novel Distributed Representation of News (DRNews) model that
embeds news as continuous vectors that describe the collective information of
its inherited features as well as the inter-textual knowledge across different
news articles.
Attention has been drawn to the recent literature on textual representa-
tions of news articles and their applications to the deep predictive network of
stock movements. For example, the Paragraph Vector model [23] is proposed
to train news embeddings that facilitate the decision-making process of stock
trading strategies [1]. Further, Ding et al. (2015) [12] suggest to extract event
tuples from headlines for news event embedding and associated event-driven
stock prediction, whilst Hu et al. (2018) [22] use a deep learning framework for
news-oriented stock trend prediction by representing news as the average of
word vectors. In addition to those unsupervised learning methods, DeepClue
[39] represents news in a supervised manner by constructing an end-to-end
stock price forecasting model using a neural network as the news encoder and
words in the headline as the input. Instead of using solely textual information
to predict stock trends, some studies incorporate additional news features,
such as news sentiment [37,6,40], public mood [26] and news views [33], into
their models for greater reliability and robustness in the predictions. Although
the above-mentioned news embedding approaches share the merit that similar
news are represented with similar vectors, their news embeddings are limited
to the representation of the literal information brought by the news article of
interest, rather than the inter-textual knowledge and cross-documental link-
ages inherited from the news corpus. According to Long’s study (2019) [29]
that uses the graphic kernel method to predict stock movements based on
financial news semantic and structural similarities, it is found that both the
content and structure information of news contribute to the prediction with
higher weights assigned to the structure information. Moreover, no mecha-
nism has been developed in the existing literature to project additional news
features simultaneously into the same vector space of news texts in order to
enhance the integrity of the embedding with both contextual and exogenous
information.
In this paper, a Distributed Representation of News (DRNews) model is
developed to incorporate the structural linkage between news in addition to
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a variety of news features. The novelty of DRNews is mainly reflected in two
aspects. First, distributed relations between different news are represented
in the form of a network so that news articles are embedded with both the
semantic and inter-textual knowledge (See Figure 1 for a simplified exam-
ple of the DRNews network). In particular, different from other established
text/sentence embedding models that focus on document-level relationships,
such as coherence among sentences [20,24,27] or the subordination of words
to text [23], the proposed DRNews embeddings are trained based on the cross-
documental relationship between news stories. According to Figure 1, the three
pieces of news Ali strategically stakes in Focus with 15 billion, inno-
vating digital marketing together. & Focus Media limits up today
with five institutes jointly selling more than 70 million. & Overseas
buying rises from institutes’ game on Focus Media. are connected
by sharing the same contextual element Focus Media. The verbal elements,
such as stake in, limits up, rises, of the three different news are thus
linked through their common nodes and become the latent contextual ele-
ments of each other. In this way, the DRNews network describes not only
the co-existence of news and its own elements, but also the potential linkage
among news through its connected elements. Second, the Subnode model, in-
spired by the Subword model [2], is proposed to treat each news node as a bag
of node attributes (i.e. news features including semantic features, category
features, time features, etc.), thus the news vector is computed as the sum
of its feature vectors. In the framework of the biased random walk [15] and
the skip-gram architecture [31], the Subnode model enriches news embeddings
with additional news features, at the same time allowing fast inferences on the
embedding of unseen news based on its feature vectors.
Fig. 1: A simplified example of DRNews network
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The major contribution of this study is threefold. First, the DRNews model
is developed and applied for two news-driven stock market prediction tasks, i.e.
the short-term movement prediction and the stock crises warning, in compari-
son with other five embedding models. As the results show, DRNews achieves
state-of-art performances in both tasks demonstrating its effectiveness in cap-
turing more useful information than the baselines. In particular, a test-set
accuracy of 46.24% is achieved in the ternary prediction task of stock move-
ment, whilst a test-set accuracy of 94.61% and an average of 2.5-days fore-
warned period are obtained in the early warning task of stock crises. Second,
the Subnode mechanism offers a straightforward solution to enrich node vec-
tors with node attributes and compute embeddings of unseen nodes quickly.
Last, the attention-based LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) [21] network is
adopted as the predictive model, which explicitly identifies the distinguishing
dynamics of short-term stock movement and stock crises warning in response
to news of different topics and keywords.
2 Related work
2.1 News embedding
To represent news articles as vectors, two possible ways are emerged. As news
articles are essentially textual data, one could use directly text/sentence em-
bedding models to embed news. Alternatively, news event embedding models
are developed with the argument that news stories describe events.
In terms of Text/Sentence Embedding, one of the simplest but robust
baseline model [8] is to perform numerical operations on the existing contex-
tual word vectors [32]. SDAE [42] uses an auto-encoder to project text into
a low-dimensional vector space, whilst Paragraph Vector [23] learns the dis-
tributed representation of sentences and documents by predicting their con-
texts, i.e., words in the sentence/document. Other unsupervised models in-
clude Skip-Thought [24], FastSent [20] and Quick-Though [27] and learn dis-
tributed sentence-level representations regarding to the coherence among sen-
tences across the text. BERT [10] is a powerful pre-trained sentence encoder
trained on unsupervised data sets based on the masked language model and
next-sentence prediction. As for supervised learning models, most studies use
a sentence encoder such as LSTM or Transformer [41] to convert word vectors
to sentence vectors. The sentence encoder is usually trained on NLP tasks,
which could be a single supervised learning task, such as InferSent [7] which
uses only the language inference data, or multiple tasks [4] which involve both
unsupervised and labeled corpus.
On the other hand, Event Embedding models emphasize the mining of
event tuples and their projections onto the vector space. Ding et al.’s Event
Embedding model [12,13] extracts event tuples E = (Actor, Predicate,Object)
from headlines and learn dense vector representations by scoring correct tuples
higher than corrupted tuples. Basically, the event embedding model is built
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on the knowledge graph embedding after decomposing the knowledge graph
into tuples of entities, relations, etc. Following Ding et al.’s idea, news events
could then be embedded with other knowledge graph embedding models such
as TransE [3], which exploits scoring functions based on the distance between
h+r and t. In addition to knowledge graph embedding, Event2vec [38] employs
network embedding to learn distributed representations of summarized news
events by proposing an event network where each news event node is connected
to the associated entities, the event type and the year of the event. The major
limitations of Event2vec are threefold. First, it only works for artificially orga-
nized database of already extracted events. Second, the heterogeneous network
it constructs raises difficulties in determining the weights of element nodes of
different types which leads to further imposed assumptions on the importance
of the elements. Third, it lacks a solution to represent unseen events based on
the trained network.
In addition to converting news into continuous vectors, structured Event
Extraction from news also allows statistical analysis based on the event type
[19,30]. In the early studies of news data mining, the textual information of
news is often regarded as high-dimensional term vectors [36,43,45], which are
then considered to lead to a great loss of information [25].
2.2 Stock market prediction based on deep learning models
As the central pillar of the financial system, stock market demonstrates great
significance as a major channel of capitalization and maintaining liquidity. The
applications of deep learning models in stock market predictions have become
an emerging research field due to the rapid development and maturation of
relevant techniques. With the merit of high feature learning capacity, deep
learning enhances the traditional machine learning models and achieves higher
level of accuracy as the volume of data increases.
In the field of stock market prediction, stock trend prediction, return/volatility
prediction and stock crisis warning are the three mainstream tasks that attract
the most attention. Among the deep learning models that have been adopted in
these tasks, classic neural networks, such as long short-term memory (LSTM)
[35,14,44] and convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [1,12] are proven to be
the most reliable and widely-adopted techniques handling financial time se-
ries [11]. Due to recent advances in textual feature engineering which allows
the extraction of public events and investor sentiments, integrated predictive
methods, such as ensemble learning and attention-based neural networks, have
also gained significant popularity in the field. For instance, Chatzis et al. (2018)
[5] develop a stacked model combining classification trees, support vector ma-
chines, random forests, neural networks, extreme gradient boosting, and deep
neural networks to forecast crisis episodes in stock, bond and currency mar-
kets. Long et al. (2019) [28] develop an end-to-end model, multi-filters neural
network (MFNN), to implement feature extraction and price movement predic-
tion. As one of the core techniques in deep learning, the attention mechanism
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learns the data in the way that allows the machine to assign heavier weights to
the more important features in order to improve the forecasting power of the
model. Hu et al. (2018) [22] apply the Hierarchical Attention Networks [46]
on the stock trend prediction, whilst Vaswani et al. (2017) [47] propose the
Self-attention Networks, inspired by Transformer [41], for the stock volatility
prediction.
This study applies an attention-based LSTM to perform two news-driven
stock prediction tasks, i.e. stock trend prediction and crisis early warning. With
the established predictive model, predictions obtained from the DRNews em-
beddings and five baseline embedding models are compared and discussed. The
primary objectives are (I) to evaluate the effectiveness of DRNews presenta-
tions against other news embedding paradigms in the context of news-driven
stock market prediction, at the same time (II) to extract key information that
drives stock market evolution from the news corpus.
In remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 describes
the formation of the proposed DRNews model in terms of the construction
of the news network and the implementation of news embeddings using the
Subnode model. Section 4 provides an overview of the attention-based LSTM
model for stock predictions. In Section 5, the two stock market prediction
experiments are presented. And Section 6 summarizes the conclusion.
3 The DRNews Model
In this section, the formation of the DRNews model is discussed. Figure 2
shows the overall flow chart of creating news embeddings with the DRNews
model. With the text data of news articles as inputs, we first extract the key el-
ements of news according to their term frequency-inverse document frequency
(tf-idf) scores. The event elements are then collected as the news features to-
gether with some labeled features, such as publish date, words count, type and
sentiment polarity, that are obtained from either directly the database or a
trained classifier if there is a lack of ready-made labels. Based on these news el-
ements and their tf-idfs, the news network is thus built whereas node sequences
are sampled by the biased random walk. News nodes in these sequences are
then represented as bags of extracted news attributes, a.k.a. features, and
associated vectors are assigned to each features using the Subnode model.
In the rest of this section, a more explicit explanation is given in terms of
the news network construction and the Subnode model for attributed network
embedding.
3.1 Constructing the news network
The DRNews model determines news embeddings based on an attributed news
network, which is constructed by connecting the news node with its element
nodes and news features as the news node attributes. With respect to the
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Fig. 2: Flow chart of the DRNews model
argument that a piece of news often describes one or more events that could
be represented as a collection of event elements, the DRNews model extracts
news elements as entities, actions and nouns by ranking the words/phrases by
their tf-idf scores and select those with the 1% highest tf-idfs. To comprise
a news event, an entity is usually a person’s name, an organization, or a
location, whilst an action is often the trigger of an event at the same time
contains key verbs that possibly reflect the type of the event. To enrich the
news representation and address the problem that some verbs are often used
as gerunds, we also consider nouns with high tf-idf scores as news elements.
The tf-idf score is expressed as:
tfidfe,k =
ne,k∑
w nw,k
× log |D||k : e ∈ dk| (1)
where ne,k denotes the number of the news element e in the news story k and
its denominator is the total number of words/phrases in the news document,
|D| is the total number of documents, the denominator represents the number
of stories containing the element e. Overall, the tf-idf assigns a higher score to
the element which appears more frequently in the news story than in others.
Figure 1 gives a glance on the fundamental structure of the DRNews news
network. Specifically, news nodes k ∈ Vk are represented by their titles and the
published time with no edges connecting any pair of element nodes e ∈ Ve or
news nodes. The weights of edges (k, e) are assigned based on the importance
of the event element to the news. The tf-idf is then used to measure the
importance of a word/phrase inside the document and to determine the weight
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of the edge (k, e):
Wk,e =
tfidfe,k(title)
Z1
+
tfidfe,k(content)
Z2
(2)
The weight is simply the summation of the normalized tf-idfs of the event
elements in the news title and text. Since there are fewer event elements in
the title, the normalized weights tend to be higher than those in the content.
This result is also true because headlines often contain the main information
of an entire story.
3.2 News network embedding with the Subnode Model
3.2.1 Network embedding by random walks
To determine the news vectors, our network embedding approach shares a
similar idea with the Node2vec model [15]. The goal is to learn a latent feature
vector F (v) for each node v ∈ V , that maximizes the probability of predicting
the node v′s network neighborhood N(v). Hence, the objective function is
written as:
max
∑
v∈V
logPr(N(v)|F (v)) (3)
Given the feature vector of the node v, it is assumed that the prediction
probabilities of its neighborhoods are independent of one another, so
logPr(N(v)|F (v)) =
∑
u∈N(v)
logPr(u|F (v)) (4)
where network neighborhoods N(v) for each node are sampled by the biased
random walk and concatenated into sequences. These sequences are processed
by extending the skip-gram model [31] from dealing with word sequences to
node sequences. Specifically, negative sampling [32] is used to approximate the
conditional probability:
logPr(u|F (v)) ≈ logPr(1|F (v), u)+
m∑
i=1
Eu′i∼P (v)[logPr(0|F (v), u
′
i)]
(5)
where u is sampled from the context of node v in the sequence while u
′
(u
′ 6= u)
are sampled m times from the noise distribution P (v), which is typically the
Unigram Distribution. Each sampling is treated as a simple binary classifica-
tion to be solved by the corresponding logistic regression classifier.
Different from uniform random walks of DeepWalk [34], Node2vec intro-
duces two classic search strategies, namely the Breadth-first Search (BFS) and
Depth-first Search (DFS). Suppose that the walk just transitioned from t to v
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and is now walking to its next step node x, in our network, there are two pos-
sible situations for the next step. One is revisiting t, i.e., dtx = 0, whereas the
other is keeping going deeper and further away from the node t, i.e., dtx = 2.
Node2vec defines a search bias α to control the search preference:
αvx =
{ 1
p , if dtx = 0
1
q , if dtx = 2
(6)
Next, the transition probability of edge (v, x) is defined as the product of the
weight of the edge and the bias, i.e., αvx∗wvxZ where Z is the normalization
constant. If p < q, the walk is width-first associated with a greater probability
to revisit the original node. Therefore, it is easier to sample nodes around
the original node, that is, semantically similar news as they share many same
news elements. If p > q, the walk is depth-first, and tends to visit nodes
that have not been passed before. As such it is more likely to explore news
with latent relations. During random walks, each node is used as a starting
vertex for a fixed-length walk, producing a group of sequences. Based on the
skip-gram model, node representations are finally trained on these sequences
by optimizing the objective function using the Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD).
3.2.2 The Subnode model
To address the major limitations that Node2vec can neither infer unseen nodes
easily nor integrate node attributes into node representations, we propose a
Subnode model to embed the DRNews network.
Essentially, the Subnode model is inspired by the Subword model [2], which
represents each word using a bag of character n−grams. As an example, the
word where is represented as G =< wh,whe, her, ere, re >. Based on the skip-
gram architecture, each character n−gram can learn a vector representation
and the word vector is the summation of its character n−grams.
By the biased random walk, sequences of news and event element nodes
(such as newsA → elementA → newsB → elementB → · · · ) are obtained.
Similar to Subword, the proposed Subnode rewrites each node as a bag of
node attributes. With the focus on the news nodes, the node attributes are
news features including semantic features such as event elements with high tf-
idf scores, text structure features such as words count and paragraphs count
and side information such as published date, news type and news emotion.
Each news vertex e ∈ Ve is thus represented as:
G =< entityA, entityB , action, · · · ,
words count, paragraph count,
month, day, week, type, sentiment, · · · >
where words count, paragraph count and sentiment are ordinal data rather
than real values. Similarly, the representation of a news node no longer directly
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corresponds to a distinct vector, but is instead the sum of the vectors of all
its features. The objective function is now updated to:
max
∑
k∈Vk
logPr(N(k)|
∑
g∈Gk
F (g)) (7)
where F (g) denotes the vector representation of a news feature g. It is
worth-mentioning that nodes with only one edge are removed to reduce the
sparsity of the network. The formulation of Eq. (7) is similar to Eq. (4), (5) and
the vector representations of news features are trained by optimizing the up-
dated objective function using SGD with negative sampling [32]. The pseudo-
code of the Subnode algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
In this way, the Subnode representation of unseen news nodes can be com-
puted easily by extracting its news features, looking up for the corresponding
vectors in the feature to vector dictionary, and summing the vectors up. The
algorithm code is open source and avaiblable at Github1.
Algorithm 1: Subnode
Input: S, the node sequence S = [k1, e1, k2, e2, · · · ] generated by random walks
Output: F , the embedding matrix with respect to news feature g
1 Rewrite the sequence as S
′
= [(g1, g2, · · · ), e1, (g3, g4, · · · ), e2, · · · ];
2 Initialize F ;
3 for s in S′, s 6= e do
4 for u in Context(s) do
5 NegativeSampling u′ from S′/{s};
6 J(F ) = −logPr(u|∑g∈Gs F (g));
7 F := F − η ∗ tialJ
tialF
8 end
9 end
10 Return F
3.3 Visualization of DRNews embeddings: dimension reduction plots
To give a more straightforward view on the DRNews embeddings, we train
news vectors on the THUCTC2 (THU Chinese Text Classification) news data
set with one labeled feature, namely type, beside the semantic features. There
are 14 types of news in the news corpus and we randomly take 6000/1000
pieces of news from each type to make up the training set/test set. Based
on the news training set, a vector representation of 128 dimensions is learned
for each news feature. Figure 3 shows the dimension reduction plots of news
vectors in the test set using the t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE). The right panel of Figure 3 shows the news vectors trained with the
1 https://github.com/yema2018/News2vec
2 http://thuctc.thunlp.org
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Fig. 3: Dimension reduction plots of test set news without and with the type
feature
type feature, in which clustering patterns are distinctly evident, suggesting
that DRNews allows the embedding of the type information into news vec-
tors after incorporating the corresponding feature. Furthermore, it is observed
that the distance between two clusters is positively correlated with the actual
relevancy between the topics. In particular, neighboring relationships are de-
tected between pairs of related topics, such as sports & lottery ticket, current
affairs & society, stock & finance, and fashion & entertainment, whilst the
distances between irrelevant clusters, such as constellation & finance, game
& education, are larger. Nevertheless, the left panel of Figure 3 shows that
news embeddings significantly lose classification information when vectors of
type features are removed from the news vector. In a nutshell, the dimension
reduction visualization of news vectors shows that our DRNews embedding
model enables news vectors to represent multiple attributes simultaneously.
4 The Deep Predictive Model
This section discusses the deep predictive model that is used in the stock
market prediction tasks by mining information from past news and market
indicators. Since both news and market indicators can be viewed as daily time
series, so a sequence model based on the long short-term memory (LSTM)
network [21]) network is employed to encode the time series and to learn the
effect of past news and market data on the future market. As different news
stories tend to have different relevance to the market, an attention mechanism
[46] is adopted to assign a weight to each news automatically by gradient
descent. The prediction structure is shown in Figure 4 as a bi-input neural
network for two types of data, namely news texts and the numeral data of
historical returns. In particular, the news data is encoded by the attention-
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based LSTM, while the market data is encoded by a sole LSTM model. Their
outputs at the final time step are concatenated and fed into the output layer.
Fig. 4: The deep predictive model
Attention model: To make news-driven stock predictions, each news vec-
tor nt,i is first fed into a single-layer network, whose outputs ut,i are normal-
ized by a softmax activation function and weighted (αt,i) by the corresponding
news. Specifically,
ut,i = tanh(Wnnt,i + bn) (8)
αt,i =
exp(uTt,iuw)∑
j exp(u
T
t,juw)
(9)
dt =
∑
i
αt,int,i (10)
where Wn are initialized at the beginning and trained by back propagation.
After determining weights of all the news, the daily news vector dt is computed
as the weighted sum of all the news vectors in that day, integrating the daily
news information.
LSTM model: The LSTM model is a variant of the recurrent neural
network that uses updating Γu and forgetting Γf factors to update the memory
cell c<t>. Specifically,
c˜<t> = tanh(Wc[a
<t−1>, x<t>] + bc) (11)
Γu = sigmoid(Wu[a
<t−1>, x<t>] + bu) (12)
Γf = sigmoid(Wf [a
<t−1>, x<t>] + bf ) (13)
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Γo = sigmoid(Wo[a
<t−1>, x<t>] + bo) (14)
c<t> = Γu × c˜<t> + Γf × c<t−1> (15)
a<t> = Γo × tanh(c<t>) (16)
where a<t−1> is both the output at the time step t− 1 and one of the inputs
of the next LSTM cell. Another input of the LSTM cell is possibly x<t> which
is an integration dt of news set {nt,1, · · · , nt,N} for the news-driven LSTM,
or a vector It of historical returns for the market-driven LSTM. In addition
to the output of a<:>, the memory factor c<:> is passed through the LSTM
cells along with the output being constantly updated to ensure that the most
important information is retained.
Training: Encoded News and market data are integrated by a concatena-
tion layer and fed into an output layer with J neurons. Note the number J
depends on how many classifications a task needs to discriminate. We train the
J classifier by optimizing the cross entropy loss with the Adam optimization
algorithm,
L(yˆ, y) = −
J∑
j=1
yj logyˆj + λ ‖Q‖22 (17)
where the Q is the set of all trainable parameters and λ is the L2 regularization
weight. Through the concatenation, parameters from both news-driven and
market-driven model are updated simultaneously by the gradient descent.
Performance measures: To investigate the forecasting power of the
attention-based LSTM model, two performance measures, i.e. the Accuracy
(Acc) and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC), are hired. In par-
ticular, the accuracy of a binary predictive model takes value in the interval
between 0 and 1 and is computed as:
Acc =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
, (18)
where TP = True positive, FP = False positive, TN = True negative, FN =
False negative. As a result, models with higher values of accuracy are preferred
as a higher level of predicting power is indicated. On the other hand, the
MCC measure is adopted as the the quality measure of the predictive model,
which returns the correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted
classifications:
MCC =
TP× TN− FP× FN√
(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)
. (19)
The MCC measure is considered as one of the most reliable criteria in the
selection of classification models for its strength in dealing with imbalanced
data. The value of the MCC ranges from −1 to 1, where a perfect classification
model is indicated by 1, and a completely wrong model is indicated by −1.
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5 Experiments
5.1 Stock Movement Prediction
5.1.1 Experimental settings
We use financial news (2009/10/19 to 2016/10/31) from Sohu3 to predict the
daily movement of Shanghai Securities Composite (SSE) index.
To obtain the news embeddings, vectors of the news features are first ob-
tained according to the news network from 2009/10/19 to 2015/12/31 whereas
news vectors are then computed by summing up its associated feature vectors.
In particular, the news network is trained by setting the length of the biased
random walk as 100, the context size as 10, the return hyper-parameter (p
in Eq. (6)) and the input hyper-parameter (q in Eq. (6)) both as 1. Beside
the semantic features, five additional features, that attach the basic informa-
tion of time (three features: month, day, weekday), news sentiment polarity
(one feature: sentiment)4 and words count (one feature: words count) are
incorporated for each piece of news considered.
Next, we use the previous 20 days (T = 20) of news and market returns
to predict the next day’s movement of the SSE stock index. The output layer
is a ternary classifier to indicate whether the index moves UP (daily return >
0.33%), DOWN (daily return < −0.29%) or PRESERVES (−0.29% < daily
return < 0.33%). We employ a rolling window with size = 20 and strider = 1
to augment the sample.
In this study, news and market data before the year 2016 is used as the
training set, whilst the rest is used as the test-validation set.
5.1.2 Stock movement prediction results
As the baseline models, we include the following news embedding approaches
that are used for stock movement predictions. Note that to ensure the validity
of comparison, the performance measures of all models are computed from the
same input data of daily news text. The other two event embedding models,
namely Event2vec [38] and knowledge-enhanced event embedding [13], are not
considered as the former could only be used in an organized event data set
and the latter requires additional knowledge graphs.
- Average BOW: News is represented as the average of word vectors in the
news titles and bodies [22,9]. Word embedding is obtained by training the
skip-gram Word2vec model [31].
- Doc2vec [23]: News text is represented as dense vectors by the Paragraph
Vector model [1].
- Event embedding [12]: Event tuples are extracted from headlines and rep-
resented as vector representations by scoring the correct tuples higher than
3 https://www.jianshu.com/p/370d3e67a18f
4 In this study, the sentiment polarity, is determined by the number of positive words over
the number of negative words.
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the corrupted ones.
- Deepclue [39]: Different from the two-stage prediction of DRNews that re-
turns the news representation and the prediction separately, Deepclue adopts
an end-to-end architecture to predict next day’s stock price using words in
headlines from the day before. To use Deepclue as a baseline of creating news
embeddings, we modify the model to a two-stage task. Specifically, we first
use Deepclue to train a news encoder, instead of predicting stock prices. After
the news representations are obtained from the trained encoder, we then feed
the news vectors into our attention-based LSTM model to make stock market
predictions. In this study, we only include two out of three news encoders pro-
posed by Deepclue, namely the CNN and LSTM, as the third encoder based
on the bi-gram produces no trainable parameters.
In addition, we apply a sentence-level encoder BERT [10] to encode news head-
lines as another baseline model:
- BERT: Average pooling is used to get a fixed representation of a headline
based on the Chinese pre-trained BERT model5.
The proposed DRNews model is implemented with and without the five addi-
tional, i.e. month, week, sentiment, words count and day, features:
- DRNews-: News vectors are the summation of solely the semantic features
(i.e., event elements).
- DRNews+: News vectors are the summation of all news features including
the semantic and the five additional features.
Acc MCC
Average BOW (d = 128) 41.91% 0.1137
Doc2vec (d = 128) 43.90% 0.1484
Event embedding (d = 128) 43.76% 0.1439
Deepclue-LSTM (d = 128) 41.04% 0.1034
Deepclue-CNN (d = 128) 41.43% 0.1066
BERT (d = 764) 45.83% 0.1442
DRNews- (d = 128) 44.68% 0.1664
DRNews+ (d = 128) 46.24% 0.1936
Market Return 41.04% 0.1050
DRNews+ & Return 44.22% 0.1637
Table 1: Acc and MCC results of stock movement predictions in the test set
In Table 1, two performance measures, i.e. the Acc and the MCC, are
given to describe the predicting power of DRNews in comparison to other news
embedding approaches. Specifically, the first panel lists the Acc and MCC of
predictions based on each individual embedding model, the second panel gives
the prediction result solely using the historical data of return, whilst the last
panel shows the prediction with the joint information of the historical return
and the DRNews embedding. Major implications of Table 1 are threefold.
5 https://github.com/google-research/bert#pre-trained-models
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First, it is shown that stock movement predictions solely based on the
embedded information of news (Panel 1) outperform the predictions taking
into account the historical data of market return (Panel 2 and 3). This finding
suggests that daily news embeddings contain sufficient information for short-
term stock movement prediction, at the same time indicates that the SSE
stock market complies the weak-form of efficiency as the historical price data
makes no contribution to the prediction of its future movements.
Second, the DRNews model outperforms the baseline models with the most
prominent Acc and MCC results in a lower dimension of d = 128 6. As for
news-driven stock price prediction, it is more reasonable to take into account
potential connections between news, such as sharing similar background story
or leading to the same event, and reflect the connection by embedding similar
values in certain dimensions of the news vector. Through the biased random
walk in the news network, DRNews embeddings capture inter-textual knowl-
edge, i.e. latent connections between news, which enriches the news vectors
with vital information that contributes to the high predictive power of the
model. On the other hand, Doc2vec, Event embedding and BERT produce
stock movement predictions of similar qualities in terms of MCC, as the news
vectors generated by the three approaches uniformly limit to the textual in-
formation within news articles.
Last, the DRNews algorithm is competent to enrich the news vector rep-
resentation with additional information brought by supplementary features,
as the Acc and MCC results of DRNews+ improve by 1.56% and 2.72% in
comparison to DRNews- after incorporating the five labeled features (month,
week, day sentiment, and words count). It is worth-mentioning that in this
study, the New2vec model is performed in an unsupervised manner as all fea-
tures are extracted from common news text without any artificial label or
trained classifier. Therefore, we believe that there is a large chance to further
improve the result once higher quality labels, such as news sentiment from
trained classifier or subcategories of financial news, are incorporated. Despite
that the performance of Deepclue is hardly satisfactory, we believe that this
supervised news embedding model has great potential once a stronger news
encoder and supervised tasks are placed to enhance the capacity of feature
extraction and the universality of embedding.
5.2 Early Warning of Stock Market Crises
5.2.1 Experimental settings
In this section, we use an attention-based LSTM network to construct an early
warning model for stock market crises. To classify the crisis/non-crisis dates of
the SSE index, the switching ARCH (SWARCH) model [18] is hired through
6 In the experiment of stock movement prediction, the three best-performing models are
DRNews+ (higest Acc and MCC), BERT (Second highest Acc) and DRNews- (Second
highest MCC). The dimension of BERT is 764.
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the modeling of high/low volatility regimes that reflect respectively the tran-
quility and turmoil [44]. To determine whether a crisis occurs, a SWARCH(2,1)
process is written as:
yt = u+ θ1yt−1 + t, t|It−1 ∼ N(0, ht); (20)
h2t
γst
= α0 + α1
2t−1
γst−1
, st = {1, 2}. (21)
Eq.(20) describes an AR(1) process with a normal error term t of variance
ht. The regime switching structure of the residual variance ht is given by
Eq.(21) where the α′s are non-negative, the γ′s are scaling parameters that
capture the change in each regime, st is the state variable that st = 1 indicates
the low volatility state of non-crisis, and st = 2 indicates the high volatility
state of crisis.
The classification of high/low volatility regimes can be implemented on
the basis of the so-called filtering probability, which is a byproduct of the
maximum likelihood estimation. The filtering probability, written as:
P (st = i|Yt;θ) (22)
where θ is the vector of all model parameters to be estimated, could be in-
terpreted as the conditional probability based on the current information of
time t. The crisis classifier is defined as the following binary function with a
probability threshold 0.5 [17,16]:
Crisis =
{
1, SWARCH filtering probability ≥ 0.5
0, otherwise.
(23)
By inputting news embeddings and historical price data, we aim to investi-
gate the performance of DRNews in news-driven crisis predictions in compar-
ison with other embedding models. Similar to the stock trend prediction, we
use the news vectors and market return of the first 20 days to predict whether
a stock market turbulence will occur in the next day. The difference is that the
crash warning system is basically a binary classifier. Besides, a rolling window
with size = 20 and strider = 1 is employed to augment the sample. Finally,
the time interval for training is between 2009/10/19 and 2013/4/25 and the
interval for testing is from 2013/4/26 to 2016/10/31.
5.2.2 Crises early warning results
According to the Acc and MCC results of the six embedding approaches shown
in Panel 1, DRNews+ remains as the best-performing embedding model in
terms of both Acc and MCC, whilst BERT produces the second highest Acc
and DRNews- produces the second highest MCC. As a concluding remark,
the DRNews model demonstrates robust and strong performances in the com-
pletion of the two financial prediction tasks, i.e. stock movement prediction
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Acc MCC
Average BOW (d = 128) 66.23% 0.4517
Doc2vec (d = 128) 68.74% 0.4992
Event embedding (d = 128) 69.82% 0.4985
Deepclue-LSTM (d = 128) 49.40% 0.0828
Deepclue-CNN (d = 128) 70.06% 0.4443
BERT (d = 764) 74.61% 0.4635
DRNews- (d = 128) 69.58% 0.512
DRNews+ (d = 128) 77.13% 0.5681
Market Return 94.25% 0.8776
DRNews+ & Return 94.61% 0.8861
Table 2: Acc and MCC results of stock crisis predictions in the test set
and stock crises warning, that requires the representation of latent linkages
between news events.
On the other hand, Panel 2 and 3 show that the results of crises warning is
significant improved after historical return data is employed. Despite that the
market-driven model already offers a fairly good prediction with 94.25% Acc
and 87.76% MCC, the joint prediction of DRNews embedding and historical
return generates the highest Acc and MCC of 94.64% and 88.61%, respectively.
Fig. 5: The SWARCH filter probability of crash warning from historical return
Figure 5 and 6 show the predicted SWARCH filter probability of crises
based on the historical return with and without DRNews embeddings, re-
spectively. Despite that the market-driven crises warning based on solely the
historical return achieves impressive results in terms of Acc and MCC mea-
sures, it creates a delay of warning (see Oct 26, 2014 to Jan 26, 2015, red line
in Figure 5) in comparison to the actual occurrence of the crisis (blue line in
Figure 5). On the other hand, Figure 6 suggests that the joint prediction of
DRNews embedding and historical return generates true ’early’ warning signals
with predicted probability of crisis gradually raises at the end of 2014 before
the actual crash. It appears that DRNews embeddings contain key informa-
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Fig. 6: The SWARCH filter probability of crash warning from historical return
and DRNews+
tion that serves as the driving force of crisis alarming during the pre-turmoil
episode. In the next section, the key information inherited in the news will be
discussed explicitly according to the attention-based LSTM model based on
the DRNews embeddings.
Table 3 confirms the findings in Figure 5 and 6. During the test-set period
between April 2013 to October 2016, two stock crisis onsets are detected by
the SWARCH model. The joint predictions based on the historical return and
DRNews embeddings forewarn both onsets with an average of 2.5-days fore-
warned period, whereas predictions with solely the historical return demon-
strate a delay in warning the second onset that take place at the end of 2014.
Table 3: Summary of test-set forecasting.
True crises Market return DRNews+ & return
predictions predictions
Total onsets 2 2 2
Forewarned onsets 1 2
% of forewarned onsets 50 100
Avg. days-ahead onsets 1.0 2.5
5.3 News Attention
The DRNews embeddings offer a mechanism that allows quantitative inves-
tigation of news-driven market predictions via the attention model. In this
section, we select the daily news that obtains the highest attention weights in
the stock movement prediction and crises warning models, respectively. The
top 200 elements of the selected news are then extracted based on their tf-
idf scores and listed in Table 4 - 6 as actions, nouns, and company&institute
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Top actions (verb & gerund)
Stock Trend (Ranking) Crisis Warning
/Growth (3) /Growth (1)
/Disclosure (16) /Loan (2)
/Transaction (17) /Decline (4)
/Raising (21) /Credit (9)
/Unban (24) /Financing (16)
/Delisting (26) /Rising (23)
/Falling (27) /Fallback (32)
/Resumption (28) /Investment (33)
/Suspension (32) /Regulate and control (37)
/Investment (34) /Interest rate cuts (50)
/Listing (41) Launch (61)
/Public offering (68) /Reserve requirement ratio cuts (68)
/Rebound (80) /Export (71)
/Loss (82) /Close the deal (88)
/Restructuring (88) /Interest rate increase (97)
Table 4: Actions with High Attention (Partial Selection)
Important nouns
Stock Trend (Ranking) Crisis Warning
A/A-share (1) /Bank (3)
/GEM (Growth Enterprise Market) (4) /Interest rate (5)
/Fund (5) CPI/CPI (9)
ST/Special Treatment stock (8) /Deposit (11)
/Listed company (10) /Real estate (14)
/Futures (11) /Non-performing loans (24)
/Brokerage (18) /Reserve ratio (35)
/Shanghai stock index (20) /Provident fund (40)
CPI/CPI (25) /Trust (41)
/Restricted shares (33) /Listed companies (46)
IPO/IPO (36) /Photovoltaic (53)
/Margin financing (45) /Monetary policy (55)
ETF/Exchange Traded Funds47 /Liquidity (65)
/Market capitalization (51) PMI/Purchase Managers’ Index (73)
/New OTC(Over the Counter) Market (64) /Middle and small-sized enterprises (80)
Table 5: Nouns with High Attention (Partial Selection)
names. By comparing the key elements in the two financial tasks, i.e. stock
movement and crisis predictions, we aim to gain insights into the dynamics
of the stock market as well as the information transmission channel between
media and the financial sector.
With respect to Table 4 - 6, it is found that the predictions of short-
term stock movement and stock market turbulence exhibit different concentra-
tions, with the former receiving more impacts directly related to the secondary
market whereas the latter exposed under wider influences from the economi-
cal/regulatory developments as well as the banking system. In particular,
Table 4 shows the key actions in news that are highly correlated with the
stock movement (left panel) and the stock market turbulence (right panel).
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Top companies and institutes
Stock Trend (Ranking) Crisis Warning
/China Securities Regulatory Commission (13) /People’s Bank of China(8)
/Everbright Securities (89) /Vanke (43)
/Shenzhen Stock Exchange (104) /China Banking Regulatory Commission (49)
/Shanghai Stock Exchange (114) /Poly Real Estate (101)
/GF Securities (116) /Shanghai Pudong Development Bank (106)
/CITIC Securities (126) /Agricultural Bank of China (112)
/China Financial Futures Exchange (128) /China Minsheng Bank (143)
/Huatai Securities (154) /Bank of China (155)
/Industrial Securities (159) /China Construction Bank (162)
/China Merchants Securities (160) /China CITIC Bank (170)
/NASDAQ (169) /Gome (181)
/Southwest Securities (170) /Ping An Bank (182)
/Finance Times (176) -
/Haitong Securities (183) -
/New York Mercantile Exchange (194) -
Table 6: Company and Institute Names with High Attention
In the case of stock movements, Disclosure appears to be rather frequently
quoted in high-attention news, indicating that the stock dynamics is information-
driven with a great level of sensitivity. In addition, operations on listing com-
panies, such as Delisting & Listing and Resumption & Suspension,
Unban and Public offering, are closely related to the stock price oscilla-
tion. By contrast, stock market crashes are greatly connected with news that
has to do with the interest rate and the banking sector. Major keywords that
drives crisis predictions include Loan, Credit, Financing, as well as phrases
related to the regulatory changes in the interest rate and the reserve require-
ment, such as Interest rate cuts, Reserve requirement ratio cuts and
Interest rate increase.
Clear differences between the important nouns in the stock movement and
crisis predictions are observed in Table 5. Basically, the stock movement shows
great responses to news directly related to the stock market with key mentions
including the A-share, Growth Enterprise Market, Shanghai stock in-
dex, Futures, ETF, Restricted shares, New OTC Market, etc. On the
other hand, the occurrence of the stock market turmoil is mainly reflected by
the macroeconomic indicators and policies, such as the Interest rate, CPI,
Reserve ratio, Provident fund, Liquidity, PMI and Monetary policy.
Table 6 of important company and institute names supports the claims
made from Table 4 and 5. Specifically, the stock movement is found to be heav-
ily affected by three types of institutions, namely securities companies, stock
exchanges and securities regulators. On the contrary, stock market crashes are
shown to be largely influenced by news related to the banking sector. Among
the monetary-oriented institutes, two government agencies, i.e. the People’s
Bank of China (the Central Bank) and the China Banking Regula-
tory Commission, are involved demonstrating their leading effects on the
systematic risk of the stock market, followed by seven commercial Banks in-
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cluding Shanghai Pudong Development Bank, the Agricultural Bank
of China, China Minsheng Bank, etc. Additionally, two real estate enter-
prises (i.e. Vanke & Ploy Real Estate) are frequently mentioned in news
with high attention weights.
6 Conclusions
DRNews, a news embedding model with distributed representations is de-
veloped and applied for stock market predictions in this study. The DRNews
model enhances the established news embedding methods by representing news
articles in an attributed network that integrates the semantic information with
the inter-textual knowledge. The information contained in the network covers
not only the natural co-occurrence relationship between news and its internal
event elements, but also latent connections between cross-documental news
events. To determine the news embeddings in the framework of a network, a
Subnode algorithm is then proposed to enrich the news vectors with various
features at the same time be able to produce fast inferential embeddings of
latest news outside the network. Note that despite the focus of Subnode model
in this paper is its application in the news network, this algorithm could be
widely applied to other networks inheriting its merit of providing an effec-
tive solution to embed unseen nodes and integrate all node attributes in the
embedding.
Using the attention-based LSTM network, the DRNews embeddings are
applied in two stock market prediction tasks, namely the short-term price
movement prediction and stock crises early warning. By comparing with five
baseline models, it is shown that DRNews achieves state-of-art performance
in all aspects, mainly due to its comprehensive description of various news
features and potential linkages among news events on the vector representa-
tions. In particular, DRNews produces a test-set accuracy of 46.24% in the
ternary prediction task of stock movement. As for the stock crisis early warn-
ing, a test-set accuracy of 94.61% is obtained with an average of 2.5-days
forewarned period. Further, our experiments in the stock market show that
daily news plays substantial roles on affecting both the short-term stock price
oscillation and the systematic evolution of the stock market. In particular, the
short-term stock movement is more easily influenced by secondary market-
related information, whilst the stock crises are mainly merged from matters
related to the banking sector and the economic system.
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